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We be puffin on the indo 
We blowin kush up out the window 
I got the girlies in the back seat 
the 5-0 cant catch me 

If you wanna smoke kush then light it up 
Put your hands in the sky lets get high as fuck 
Lemon Haze _____? inside the blunt 
we get high all night 

and I don't even wanna sleep yet 
i got the beat set 
listening to keith sweat 
--missing verse-- 
we get it poplin girl its just how it goes 
if you wanna get drunk, imma smoke my dro 
We get high till I cant come down from it 
i took a brand new sound and made it sound legit 
i took your weak ass dime? and put a crown on it 
and thats the mutha fuckin thanks I get, shit 
and i never really realized how much i love 
making music and makin you move in the club 
smoking blunts all day we get blazed as fuck 
and get high all night 

tell em 

We be puffin on the indo 
We blowin kush up out the window 
I got the girlies in the back seat 
the 5-0 cant catch me 

and if you want me you can find me 
im puffin on the bob marley 
i got my homie riding shanty 
and we ride all night 

life is so great what can i say 
got me feeling so good its that time of day 
we are rollin in the van with the windows rolled up 
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blunt in my hand and its just rolled up? 
michaels real mad cuz he's getting smoked up 
everybody's glad cuz we just got paid out 
you know what I bought 
a fat as ____?, and a little bit of has just for the taste 
hah 
its really stony off these fruity pebble snacks 
gettin mad blown with a little bit of that
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